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ABSTRACT 
As it is clear, nowadays, the Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become a fundamental 
support for the hydrodynamic investigations in order to perform detailed analysis and to reduce the 
number of more expensive towing tank tests, which are, however, always necessary alongside for 
validation of numerical results. Indeed, for CFD applications in ship hydrodynamic field it is well 
known that the numerical simulations of high speed planing hulls are significantly less reliable 
those regarding displacement hulls. In particular for the stepped hulls, the physics of the 
hydrodynamic field is quite complex, more than for planing hulls; This is why it is important to 
perform a comprehensive approach for verification and validation (V&V) methodologies and 
procedures in order to obtain high-quality results of CFD simulations.  
In the first part of this thesis, a new systematic series of eight hull models derived by one stepped 
hull is developed. In detail, the factors considered crucial for the experimental tests and for the 
physics of the hydrodynamic field are changed for each of the above models. The experimental tests 
are carried out in towing tank, through the “down thrust” methodology, to investigate the hull 
performances i.e., total resistance, longitudinal trim angle, sinkage, and wetted surface. Moreover, a 
detailed investigation of the flow phenomena in the separated region behind the step is carried out 
on one of the eight hull models, which has a single-step. 
In the second part, for the same single-step hull model, an assessment of the accuracy and 
effectiveness of different simulations setups and techniques is performed, with particular attention 
to the different techniques of moving mesh, such as the overset/chimera grid and morphing mesh. 
Afterwards, the V&V study is performed for one hull model belonging to the systematic series, and 
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the Unsteady Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (URANS) code results are validated by using 
benchmark experimental data. 
The analysis of grid independence, iteration, time-step, and statistical convergence analysis for 
measured variables, performances i.e., total resistance, longitudinal trim angle, sinkage, and wetted 
surface, is performed by using the deterministic methods available in the literature for uncertainty 
estimation. 
Results of this work show that the numerical results are in good accordance with the 
experimental data, and the overset/chimera grid is found to be the best approach between the 
analyzed ones. 
In addition, another contribution of this work is the detailed reading of the vortex structures in 
the unwetted aft body area behind the step (within the air region), and their development into the 
downstream water flow. The flow patterns observed in numerical test through Large Eddy 
Simulations on a very refined grid, appear similar to the ones observed in towing tank investigations 
through photographic acquisitions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is widely used in all engineering fields. In the 
last 20 years, the CFD for ship hydrodynamics has surpassed all expectations by reaching 
significant progress and capabilities. Hull resistance prediction is the oldest application of CFD in 
ship hydrodynamics and in these years a great number of simulations have been carried out for a 
wide range of applications and conditions. Other than drag, sinkage and trim, local flow fields such 
as boundary layer and wake, and wave patterns are also predicted. Different geometries including 
tankers, container ships, surface combatants, and small vessels are studied in a range from very 
small to large Froude Numbers. 
As it is clear, the CFD has become a fundamental support in order to predict ship’s performance 
but CFD modeling as an engineering tool can be justified only on the basis of its accuracy and level 
of confidence of the results. Therefore, it is recognized that errors and uncertainty are unavoidable 
aspects of CFD modeling, and it is necessary to establish rigorous procedures to quantify the level 
of confidence of the results. These procedures are the verification and validation (V&V) processes. 
The process of verification involves quantification of the errors and the process of validation 
involves quantification of the input uncertainty and physical model uncertainty. Instead, regarding 
to experimental data, the assessment of uncertainty is a well-established practice, and the relevant 
techniques form part of every engineer’s basic education. 
Over the recent years, the accuracy of hull resistance simulations has improved significantly. 
Indeed, as reported in Stern et al. [1], a statistical analysis shows that in the 2010 Gothenburg 
Workshop [2, 3] the average error of the results of all resistance test simulations is 2.1 % rather than 
4.7 % which was the average error evaluated during the Gothenburg Workshop 2005. Furthermore, 
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the uncertainty related to the simulation is around 4.0%. This improvement is reached for the 
displacement or “conventional” ship. 
Conversely, for unconventional ships such as multi-hulls, planing boats, stepped hulls, with 
reference to the last CFD Committee Report of ITTC, “prediction error of less than 10% could be 
achieved compared to the model-scale and full-scale test results”[4]. 
In the hydrodynamics field of high speed planing hulls, largest errors in the resistance 
evaluations are related to the errors in the evaluation of the dynamic trim. This interpretation is 
based on the observed magnitudes of the errors of the numerically predicted trim and on the well-
known relationship between dynamic trim and resistance at high speed, i.e., RT = L·tg(τ) + RV. In 
this equation, given by Sottorf [5], RT is the total resistance, L·tg(τ) is the resistance induced to the 
lift with τ as the dynamic trim, RV is the viscous resistance of the bare hull. This equation is valid 
for totally planing hulls but it also effectively describes the dependency of the trim angle on the 
resistance components. Moreover, it is worth noticing that, in the small trim angle range, which is 
typical for stepped planing hulls because sailed always on (n+1) wetted triangle (where n represent 
the steps number), also RV is influenced by the trim because of the significant variations of the 
wetted surfaces; therefore, an incorrect quantification of the trim results in errors in both of the 
resistance components. The difficulty in identifying the dynamic trim is strongly due to the 
difficulties in identifying the center of pressure, or, generally, the pressure distribution on the hull 
bottom. The identification of pressure distribution is affected significantly by the edge effects and 
by the percentage of hydrodynamic lifts to sustain the stepped hull. 
After developing a new systematic series of eight hull models derived by a parent stepped hull 
with corresponding experimental tests, the purpose of this study is to establish an integrated 
approach between experimental tests for one of the hull models, and the related CFD investigations. 
For these latter, the (U)RANS based codes are used with the aim to investigate the quite complex 
hydrodynamic field generated by the stepped hulls; particular attention is given to the simulation of 
the resistance tests. Hence, more than one mesh approaches are used for the body motion 
simulation, such as the overset/chimera grid and morphing mesh technique in order to achieve good 
numerical convergence and to capture the vortical structures observed in towing tank tests. In fact, 
performances of planing stepped hulls are more sensitive to the hull position (sinkage and trim) as 
compared to displacement hulls [6]. For this reason, accurate simulations of the hull motion are 
necessary. In detail, non-conventional approaches (i.e., overset mesh and morphing grid) for the 
simulation of the hull motion are required, as indicated in [7]. Furthermore, this study presents a 
15 
detailed study of the vortex structures in the unwetted aft body area and their development into the 
downstream water flow by means of photographic acquisitions and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) 
on a very refined grid. 
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2 
 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION OF STEPPED HULLS 
 
2.1. Introduction  
In the last years, the development of light weight engines and propulsion systems, and the 
development of lighter boats built by shipyards with new technology and materials imposed to 
designer to pay increasing attention on the hull design. The engine weight reduction is carried out 
by using composite materials or aluminum alloys, whereas the power increase is ensured by 
turbocharge and electronic control. As a consequence, outboards engines with a very low 
weight/power ratio can be attained, which are more reliable and used for military, commercial, 
pleasure or racing. 
The new composite materials as pre-preg with low temperature curing or the lamination building 
techniques as the infusion resin allow a boat weight reduction of 30% as compared with a 
traditional hand-made layup. In this scenario, in recent years, the high speed planing craft for 
several final uses, with a very low weight/power ratio have spread even more. The reduction of the 
weight/power ratio allows to increase the maximum speed, and, as a consequence, naval architects 
are oriented even more in stepped planing hull design to reduce the resistance at high speed and 
ensuring a good dynamic stability and seakeeping at high speed. 
The classification of advanced vehicles and their hybrid derivation usually follows the classical 
sustention triangle [8]. The corners of this triangle represent the vessels supported by hydrostatic 
buoyancy, hydrodynamic lift and powered lift. The edges and the inside of the triangle represent the 
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hybrids, Figure 2.1. Planing boats and, therefore, the stepped hull move to the right side of the 
triangle as a speed variation occurs. 
 
 
Figure 2. 1. Sustention triangle [8] 
 
2.2. History of the stepped hull 
The first stepped hulls were originally proposed by Rev. Ramus of Sussex England in 1872. 
Probably the first systematic and scientific data, also useful for planing hulls, were obtained by the 
experimental tests on the model stepped hulls of seaplanes between the two world wars. In this 
regard, it is worth to remember the research institutes of Langley Field (USA), Farnborugh 
(England), Hamburg (Germany) and Guidonia (Italy). The last two were destroyed following the 
events of the last world war. At the beginning of the 1900s, the stepped hulls were used for seaplane 
skids. They had considerable takeoff and landing speeds, much higher than the speed of marine 
vehicles of that period. That is why many studies were carried out in USA and published by Society 
of Naval Architect and Marine Engine in 1911 on Transaction [9], where different flat plates, V-
shaped plates as well as stepped plates were tested to analyze their performance. In the past the only 
hulls able to develop high speeds were the few operating in the marine and in racing. For this reason 
the study of the first of them was kept a secret and for the second ones the experiences of naval 
architects and boat yards were well protected. 
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Today it is easy to find low cost high powered engines, especially as boats are lighter and thanks 
to new building technologies with composite materials, it is easy to reach quite high speeds (high Fr 
numbers). 
 
2.3. Hydrodynamic operational principle of a stepped hull  
Stepped hulls are planing powerboats with V-shaped hulls. Theirs shapes can be both prismatic 
and with decreasing deadrise angle further aft [10]. Steps are discontinuities located at the hull 
bottom, with a V-shape where the vertex faces aft ward. At the waterline, steps taper out to a larger 
hole, in such a way air can be sucked down into the water through them. In most cases, steps run 
from the chine on both outboard sides, slightly aft down to the keel line. This will ensure that a 
larger amount of air can be sucked into the step for higher speeds, since the entry angle will be at a 
smaller angle to the oncoming airflow [10].  
Steps have been recognized as efficient devices allowing to reduce resistance. In presence of 
more than one step, when a boat travels at high speeds, the air sucked through the outboard side 
apertures leads to the flow separation, like the water sliding out of the transom, thereby forming gas 
cavities. Considering the geometry and difference in angle of attack between the steps, the water 
reattaches to the hull towards the aft. In literature, many work focused on how the step allows to 
reduce the resistance. Among others, the theory reported in Savitsky and Morabito [11], can be 
validated through video-frames of planing stepped hulls from under the water. According to this 
theory, steps allow to reduce the resistance due to the geometrically lower wetted area, which is 
obtained by the water stream skipping the areas after the steps. As consequence, the gas cavities 
present low pressure due to the speed of the passing water. This low pressure sucks air down 
through the outboard side apertures, thereby causing “ventilation” of the steps [10]. Similarly to the 
first step, the same occurs at the other ones. When the water flow reattaches to the bottom hull, then 
a new stagnation pressure occurs. This latter is the pressure line, where most of the dynamic lifting 
force is located. A new stagnation pressure peak will occur at the next step as well. For a typical 
planing V-shaped hull without steps, there will be one only stagnation pressure line, where the hull 
intersects the water flow as shown in Figure 2.2 [10]. Contrarily, for stepped hulls, several 
stagnation pressures create multiple lifting forces, thereby achieving a greater total lift force for a 
smaller wetted area. 
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Figure 2. 2. The pressure distribution of a flat plate planing at the water surface, showing a peak at the stagnation 
line[10] 
In case of two steps, the boat travels on three wetted areas, by balancing on three lifting forces 
related to the planing surfaces between the steps, as shown in Figure 2.3. The generated wetted 
areas are short and wide, and they look as the wings on an airplane. Moreover, they present a higher 
aspect ratio towards the oncoming flow as compared to a conventional V-shaped planing hull, 
which presents a larger wetted surface with lower aspect ratio. According to the wing theory, a 
higher aspect ratio allows to increase the lift force/drag ratio on a lifting surface [12]. 
 
 
Figure 2. 3. Stepped hull, wetted surface at high speed 
 
A stepped hull presents a lower wetted surface and a higher lift/drag ratio as compared to a 
traditional planing hull. In addition, it also has a more ideal trim angle to the oncoming flow, and 
makes the boat less sensitive to changes in the longitudinal center of gravity (LCG), hence the trim 
angle. However, for lower boat speeds before than the hump speed, the steps increase the resistance, 
due to the absence of the “ventilation” phenomenon.  
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2.4. Literature overview of hydrodynamic analysis of stepped hulls 
Until now, hydrodynamics investigations of the planing hull, by virtue of different 
methodologies, mainly concentrated on the simple mono-hull, i.e., without chine, and step. Among 
others, Savitsky [13] carried out comprehensively contribution to the understanding and modeling 
of planing crafts. He developed regression formulas based on prismatic hull form model tests to 
estimate the hydrodynamic forces acting on planing crafts. In 2007, Savitsky et al. investigated the 
effect of the whisker spray at the bow and its effect on the drag [14].  
In the latest years, due to the market needs and, in order to gain more efficiency by the stepped 
hull, marine researchers have rigorously pursued this topic and much effort has been devoted to 
investigate their hydrodynamics by experimental test, as well as empirical and numerical methods. 
Experimental Fluid Dynamics (EFD) as towing tank tests is more expensive and time 
consuming; a systematic series for this kind of hull is only available from experimental tests 
performed at the University of Southampton [15]. 
The empirical methods are those published in Savitsky and Morabito [11] and Svahn [16]. The 
first method experimentally studied the longitudinal surface wake profiles aft of prismatic hulls, the 
second method combined the equation of Savitsky and Morabito [11] with the equations of 
Savitsky's method for conventional planing hulls for power prediction of a stepped hull. 
Numerical methods, as CFD tools, can be used to calculate the hydrodynamic performance of a 
stepped hull. In the last years, some studies have investigated this research field as Garland and 
Maki [17], which conducted a numerical study on two-dimensional stepped planing surface. Their 
results show that the lift-to-frictional-drag ratio varies very little with respect to the step location.  
Makasyeyev in [18] developed a solution method for two-dimensional mathematical problem of 
planing of the stepped air cavity hulls. 
Matveev in [19] applied hydrodynamic discrete sources for two-dimensional modeling of 
stepped planing surfaces. The water surface deformations, wetted hull lengths, and pressure 
distribution are calculated at given hull attitude and Froude number (Fr). Matveev, in a successive 
study [20], presented the steady hydrodynamic modeling of semi-planing hulls with pressurized and 
open air cavities. This method is based on a linearized potential-flow theory for surface flows. 
Brizzolara and Federici in [21] developed an integrated semi-theoretical/numerical (CFD) method 
for the design of V-shaped stepped planing hulls that presented a considerable resistance reductions 
with respect to conventional hull forms. Lotfi in [22] used an unsteady RANS solver (ANSYS-
21 
CFX) based on Volume of Fluid (VOF) approach for examining the characteristics and performance 
of a planing hull having one transverse step. A similar research was conducted by Bakhtiari [23]. 
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 
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4 
 
NUMERICAL METHODS 
In this chapter, the main aspects of the mathematical models of the CFD codes are described, 
focusing on the commercial code CD-Adapco Star CCM+, which is used to represent the physical 
model typically occurring in hydrodynamics problems, focusing on the resistance test simulation of 
planing and stepped hulls. 
After the description of the governing equations of the flow solver, the main aspects of the 
spatial and time discretization, the rigid body motion solver, the coupling with the flow simulation, 
and the dynamic mesh are treated in detail.  
 
4.1 Governing Equations 
The governing equations for the fluid flow are the continuity and Navier–Stokes (NS) ones. 
Flows in the laminar regime are completely described by these set of equations and, for simple 
cases, the continuity and NS equations can be solved analytically. More complex flows can be 
tackled numerically with CFD techniques such as the Finite Volume Method (FVM) without 
additional approximations. 
However, in ship hydrodynamic field, many flows are turbulent. Fluid engineers need access to 
viable tools capable to represent the effect of turbulence. Turbulence causes the appearance in the 
flow of eddies with a wide range of length and time scales interacting in a dynamically complex 
way. There are many numerical methods to capture the effects due to the turbulence. The methods 
can be grouped into the following three categories: 
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 Turbulence models for RANS equations (effect of turbulence on mean flow properties); 
 Large Eddy Simulation (LES) (intermediate form of turbulence calculations); 
 Direct Navier Stokes (DNS) (compute the mean flow and all turbulent velocity 
fluctuations). 
For most of engineering purposes, it is unnecessary to resolve the details of the turbulent 
fluctuations. CFD users are almost always satisfied with information about time-averaged properties 
of the flow (e.g., mean velocities, mean pressure, etc.). Therefore, the vast majority of the turbulent 
flow computation in the ship hydrodynamic field has been and will continue in the next years to be 
carried out with procedures based on the RANS equations. 
In the RANS method, the solver is applied to the following group of equations which express the 
mass continuity and the NS with a Reynolds time-average approach. The RANS equations can be 
expressed, in the typical hydrodynamic applications, as an incompressible flow as follows: 
 






MSTVP
dt
dV
V
Re
0

                                        (4.1) 
 
where V is the Reynolds averaged flow velocity vector, P is the average pressure field, μ is the 
dynamic viscosity, TRe is the tensor of Reynolds stresses, and SM is the vector of the momentum 
sources. 
The component of TRe is computed by using the selected turbulence model, in agreement with the 
Boussinesq hypothesis, i.e: 
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where μt is the turbulent viscosity, and k is the turbulent kinetic energy. There are several turbulence 
models which can be used to close the hydrodynamic problem in the RANS method. In the 
hydrodynamic field, the widely used turbulence models are those with two-equation, such as the k-
ω SST [45] and the Realizable k-ε. Finally, in order to discretize the physical model, the RANS 
solver is based on the FVM. 
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4.2 Spatial discretization schemes 
The convection and diffusion terms in equation (4.1) can be discretized by using different 
numerical schemes which allow to estimate the face values of the flow variables. Most often, 
diffusion terms are discretized by using a Central Differencing (CD) scheme, where the face values 
are calculated through interpolation between the closest cells. In order to discretize the convection 
terms, the flow direction has to be taken into account. 
The easiest way is to let the face value between two cells be equal to the value of the first 
upstream cell which is done in the first order upwind scheme. In the second order upwind scheme, 
the face value is calculated from the two closest upwind cells. 
It is usually recommended to start a numerical solution process with lower order schemes, such 
as the first order upwind scheme, since they are stable. However, the low accuracy of these schemes 
may lead to a high degree of unphysical diffusion in the solution, which is known as numerical 
diffusion. The second order upwind scheme is often considered as a suitable discretization scheme, 
since it exhibits a good balance between numerical accuracy and stability. 
 
4.3 The Finite Volume Method  
The FVM is a numerical method of discretizing a continuous Partial Differential Equation 
(PDE), into a set of algebraic equations. The first step of the discretization is to divide the 
computational domain into a finite number of volumes, forming the mesh or the grid. Then, the 
PDE is integrated in each volume by using the divergence theorem, yielding an algebraic equation 
for each cell. In the cells’ centers, cell-averaged values of the flow variables are stored in the nodes. 
This implies that the spatial resolution of the solution is limited by the cell size, since the flow 
variables do not vary inside a cell. The FVM is conservative, meaning that the flux leaving a cell 
through one of its boundaries is equal to the flux entering the adjacent cell through the same 
boundaries. This property makes it advantageous for problems in fluid dynamics. 
All the CFD models using fully three-dimensional viscous formulations are typical of the FVM 
formulation, which need that the computational domain is discretized into a finite number of three 
dimensional volumes. The solution mesh may be created by using either a structured or 
unstructured approach. The structured approach requires a 1:1 mapping of grid points in the 
domain. Therefore, unstructured mesh greatly simplifies mesh generation for complex geometries, 
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and allows higher quality meshes to be created which result in greater numerical accuracy and faster 
computation time. The pros and cons of the two different mesh types are summarized in Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4. 1. Pros and cons of the structured and unstructured mesh, source CD-Adapco User’s Guide [46] 
 Structured Unstructured 
Geometric Flexibility less greater 
Adaptability of grid less greater 
Suitability to the calculation of viscous flows 
(cells with a high aspect ratio) 
greater less 
Deformable Grid less greater 
Amount of Memory Required greater less 
CPU Power Required greater less 
 
The structured mesh is the fastest method, and uses the least amount of memory for a given 
number of cells. Multi-part or multi-region meshes with a conformal mesh interface are allowed. 
The structured meshing model employs in 3D cases the hexahedral cell shape in order to build the 
core mesh. In CD-Adapco Star CCM+, the Delaunay method is used to build the mesh, which 
iteratively inserts points into the domain, forming high-quality hexahedral in the process. The 
resulting mesh strictly conforms to the triangulation of the surface at the domain boundary, so that 
the quality of the original surface mesh allows to ensure a good quality volume mesh.  
The unstructured meshes provide a balanced solution for complex mesh generation problems. 
They are relatively easy and efficient to build, requiring no more surface preparation than the 
equivalent hexahedral mesh. They also contain approximately five times fewer cells than a 
hexahedral mesh for a given starting surface. In addition, multi-region meshes with a conformal 
mesh interface are allowed. The unstructured meshing model generally uses an arbitrary tetrahedral 
cell shape in order to build the core mesh. The CD-Adapco Star CCM+ code has the distinction to 
use the polyhedral cell shape for unstructured mesh. 
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4.4 Pressure-velocity coupling method 
The RANS equations contain one continuity equation and three momentum equations, if a 3D 
system is considered. There are four unknown variables in these equations, namely the pressure and 
the three velocity components. Therefore, there is no equation for the pressure, so that the 
continuity equation must be used as an indirect equation for the pressure. This is achieved by using 
a pressure-velocity coupling, which can be either segregated or coupled. The properties of these two 
groups of algorithms will be described briefly. A more thorough explanation was given by Versteeg 
and Malalasekera [47]. 
The semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations (SIMPLE) is a segregated algorithm 
solving each equation separately. This model solves the flow equations (one for each component of 
velocity, and one for pressure) in a segregated, or uncoupled, manner. The linkage between the 
momentum and continuity equations is achieved with a predictor-corrector approach. Firstly, a 
pressure is assumed and the velocities are calculated from the momentum equations. If the 
continuity equation is not satisfied by these velocities, the pressure is modified and the velocities 
are calculated again. 
The complete formulation can be described with a SIMPLE-type algorithm. This model has its 
roots in constant density flows. Nevertheless, it can handle mildly compressible flows and low 
Rayleigh number natural convection flow, but it is not suitable for shock-capturing, high Mach 
number, and high Rayleigh-number applications. 
 
4.5 Temporal discretization schemes 
For transient problems, the transport equation must also be discretized in time. This is done by 
integrating the PDE over a time step, Δt, in addition to the spatial discretization. In order to solve 
this integrated equation, the cell values of the flow variables must be evaluated at a certain time. 
Implicit time integration means that the flow variables are evaluated at the next time step, t + Δt. 
The implicit time integration requires iteration, since these variables are not known in the current 
time step. In comparison to explicit time integration, where the flow variables are evaluated at the 
current time step so that iteration is avoided, implicit time integration is more computationally 
expensive. On the other hand, implicit time integration is unconditionally stable, meaning that it is 
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stable for all time step sizes. The implicit unsteady model is the only unsteady model available with 
the SIMPLE segregated flow algorithm. The unsteady model is required in simulations with: 
 Time-varying boundary conditions; 
 Moving mesh problems; 
 Free surface problems; 
 Transient heat transfer. 
In the implicit unsteady approach, each time-step involves some number of inner iterations to 
converge the solution for that given instant of time. The number of inner iterations in the time step 
is hard to quantify. Generally, this number is determined by observing the effect that it has on 
results. Smaller time steps generally mean that the solution is changing less from one time step to 
the next one; therefore fewer inner iterations are required. 
The Courant Friedrichs Lewy (CFL) number is a helpful indicator for selecting the time step 
size: for time accurate simulations, the CFL number should be one on average in the zone of the 
interest. This value implies that the fluid moves by about one cell per time step. There is an optimal 
balance of time step size and number of inner iterations for a given problem and desired transient 
accuracy. If the convergence of iterations is slow, the time step is too large and there are significant 
temporal discretization errors. Generally, it is better to reduce the time step than to perform much 
iteration within a large time step. 
4.6 The Free Surface Models 
As above mentioned, a peculiarity of ship hydrodynamic problems is the presence of the water 
free-surface. For simulation of viscous free surface flow, several different theoretical models can be 
used, due to the large differences in the treatment of the water surface typically used. A popular 
classification of water surface models is reported in Wackers et al. [48].  
 Fitting methods, where the grid is deformed and free-surface boundary conditions are 
applied to a boundary of the grid. These methods are usually solved in an iterative 
process, where, alternately, the flow field is computed and the grid is deformed to match 
the current shape of the wave surface.  
 Interface Capturing methods with reconstruction. In these methods, the grid is not 
necessarily deformed. The interface is defined as a surface which cuts through the grid. 
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Initially, this surface has been defined by convecting marker particles on the surface with 
the flow field. Later, variants of the VOF method use the convected value of the water 
volume fraction in cells to determine the surface location. The latest addition to these 
methods is the level-set method, where the plane is defined by a convected continuous 
function.  
 Interface Capturing methods without reconstruction. For these methods, like the original 
VOF method as formulated by Hirt and Nichols [49], a volume fraction equation 
determines the amount of each fluid in the cells, and local fluid properties are set as a 
mixture of the two pure-fluid properties according to this volume fraction. No attempt is 
made to reconstruct the interface. Conversely, it appears as a numerical discontinuity in 
the volume fraction.  
The comparison of the different free-surface simulation techniques available in the existing CFD 
codes are reported in the report of Gothenburg 2010 workshop [2], as shown in Figure 4.1. The 
VOF method is the most popular choice. Level-set method is slightly popular and identifies the 
second largest group (5 codes, 17%). Only 3 of the 33 existing codes (9%) use the free-surface 
fitting methods. 
 
 
Figure 4. 1 Gothenburg Workshop 2010 – free surface models in the widely used CFD codes, source: Bohm [50] 
 
4.6.1 VOF discretization schemes 
As mentioned above, the VOF method is the widely used free-surface scheme, and the CD-
Adapco Star CCM+ also uses this method. The VOF employs the concept of an equivalent fluid. 
This approach assumes that the (two) fluid phases share the same velocity and pressure fields 
thereby allowing them to be solved with the same set of governing equations describing momentum 
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and mass transport as in a single phase flow. The volume fraction αi of the i
th
 phase describes to 
which level the cell is filled with the respective fluid. 
 
V
Vi
i                                                                      (4.3) 
 
The VOF approach is suitable when the grid is fine enough to resolve the interface between two 
immiscible fluids and it is a simple multiphase model. The free surface is then defined as the 
isosurface at which the volume fractions take the value of 0.5, as shown in Figure 4.2. It is 
important to note, that this location is not at the control volume center but rather interpolated to the 
geometrical value. 
 
 
Figure 4. 2 Visualization of air and water volume fractions and related free-surface, source: CD-Adapco User’s 
Guide [46] 
 
To simulate wave dynamics, an equation for the filled fraction of each control volume is solved, 
in addition to the equations for conservation of mass and momentum. Assuming incompressible 
flow, the transport equation of volume fractions is described by the following conservation 
equation. 
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The physical properties of the equivalent fluid within a control volume are then calculated as 
functions of the physical properties of the phases and their volume fractions. 
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Strict conservation of mass is crucial, but this is easily obtained within this method as long as it 
is guaranteed that equation 42 is fulfilled. The critical issue for this kind of methods is the 
discretization of the convective term. Low-order terms like for instance first order upwind are 
known to smear the interface and introduce artificial mixing of the two fluids. Therefore higher 
order schemes are preferred. The goal is to derive schemes which are able to keep the interface 
sharp and produce a monotone profile over the interface. All of these schemes are based on the 
Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) and the Convection Boundedness Criterion (CBC). 
 
4.6.2 Normalized Variable Diagram  
The NVD provides a framework for the development of convective schemes which, in 
combination with the CBC, guarantees boundedness of the solution. In the context of the NVD, 
boundedness allows to create convection schemes which are both stable and accurate. All 
elementary schemes have certain advantages and disadvantages. Pure upwind schemes are stable 
but diffusive. The central differencing scheme is more accurate but introduces propagating 
dispersion thereby leading to unphysical oscillations in large regions of the solution. Therefore, 
practical schemes are often designed as a blending of upwind, downwind and central differencing 
schemes to obtain the desired properties. The advantage of the NVD is its simplicity. For a 1-D case 
the NVD takes the following form. 
The Figure 4.3 shows three cells in the vicinity of a cell face f, across which the velocity vf is 
known. The nodal variable values are labelled, αD, αC and αU, representing the downwind, central, 
and upwind positions relative to each other. 
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Figure 4. 3 Upwind, downwind, and central cells that are used in the analysis[50] 
 
The normalized variable ξ(r, t) in the vicinity of face f is defined as: 
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And the normalized face value: 
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With this definition, any differencing scheme using only nodal values at point U, C and D to 
evaluate αf may be written as: 
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
To avoid that the solution unphysically oscillates, αC has to be locally bounded between αU and 
αD: 
 
DCU                                                            (4.9) 
 
If this criterion is satisfied for each point in the solution domain, then no unphysical oscillations 
will occur, for example, the phase volume fraction cannot become negative, or larger than unity. 
According to the CBC, a numerical approximation of ξf is bounded, if are achieved the following 
conditions: 
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 For 0 ≤ ξC ≤ 1 the bounded region lies above the line ξf = ξC and below ξf = 1.
 For ξC ≤ 0 and ξC > 1, ξf = ξC.
 
 
Figure 4. 4 The NVD with the linear schemes: Central Differencing (CD) and Linear Upwind Differencing (LUD): 
the shaded area shows the zone for which the CBC is valid [50] 
 
Observing the Figure 4.4, it has to be noted that, with exception of Upwind Differencing (UD), 
none of these linear schemes (CD and LUD) fulfil the boundedness criterion. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the linear schemes either lack stability or accuracy. The need of boundedness, 
stability and accuracy consequently led to the combination of the advantages of the different linear 
schemes. This led to the development of nonlinear schemes. 
Lower order numerical schemes are bounded but will smear out the interface due to numerical 
diffusion while higher order schemes are more accurate but less stable. 
A combination of higher and lower order schemes is often used like in the High-Resolution 
Interface Capturing (HRIC) and the Compressive schemes used in CD-Adapco STAR CCM+ and in 
most commercial and not CFD codes. More details about the different Interface Capturing schemes 
are available in Wackers et al. [51]. 
 
4.6.3 HRIC scheme 
The HRIC scheme is designed to mimic the convective transport of immiscible fluid 
components, resulting in a scheme which is suited for tracking sharp interfaces, that is an important 
quality of an immiscible phase mixture (e.g., air and water). 
The HRIC scheme, based on the Compressive Interface Capturing Scheme for Arbitrary Meshes 
(CICSAM) introduced by Ubbink [52] and developed by Muzaferija and Peric [53], uses a 
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combination of upwind and downwind interpolation. The aim is to combine the compressive 
properties of the downwind differencing scheme with the stability of the upwind scheme. The 
blending of the schemes in each cell is a function of the volume fraction distribution over the 
neighboring cells. The value of the flow variable is then corrected by the local value of the CFL 
number. 
The bounded downwind scheme is formulated as: 
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Since the amount of one fluid convected through a cell face shall be less or equal than the 
amount available in the donor cell, the calculated value of ξf is corrected with respect to the local 
CFL number. The correction takes the form of equation below reported and effectively controls the 
blending between HRIC and UD scheme with two limiting Courant numbers CFLL and CFLU which 
normally takes values of 0.5 and 1.0 respectively. 
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Effectively, this correction implies that the HRIC scheme is used for a local CFL smaller than 
the CFLL limiter and UD scheme for CFL equal or greater than the CFLU limiter. Between those 
values a blending of both schemes is used. This correction is applied to improve robustness and 
stability when large time variation of the free surface shape is present and the time step is too big to 
resolve it. 
The HRIC scheme is the currently most successful advection scheme and widely used in CFD. 
Nevertheless, various authors, including Andrilion and Alessandrini [54] and Ferziger and Peric 
[55], have found that the local CFL dependency scheme can cause the spread of the free surface 
interface, and this could be the main cause of the artificial mixing of air and water, which is 
nominally known as numerical ventilation. 
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4.7 The Rigid body motion 
The 6 Degrees of Freedom (6-DOF) models solve the rigid body motion of an object exposed to 
fluid forces. The 6-DOF body is created with a Dynamic Fluid Body Interaction (DFBI) motion. 
This approach is suitable for the hydrodynamic simulations that require capability to capture the 
change of position of the hull during the simulation. 
The model DFBI is used to simulate the motion of a rigid body in response to pressure and shear 
forces that the fluid exerts on the body. The code calculates the resultant force and moment acting 
on the body due to all influences, and solves the governing equations of rigid body motion to find 
the new position of the rigid body relative to the body local coordinate system, as also reported in 
CD-Adapco User’s Guide [46]: 
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where: 
• m is the mass of the body. 
• f is the resultant of the forces acting on the body. 
• v is the speed of the center of mass. 
• I is the tensor of the moments of inertia. 
•   is the angular velocity. 
• n is the moment of the resultant force acting on the body. 
The force and the resulting moment acting on the body are obtained by the fluid pressure and 
shear forces acting on each face of the boundaries of the body. The workflow of the rigid body 
motion technique is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4. 5 Workflow of rigid body motion 
 
4.8 Dynamic meshing 
To be able to handle motion, it is necessary that the mesh structure changes dynamically with the 
moving object. There are different methods for the dynamic movement of the mesh. The three that 
are most suitable for hull simulations are the simple moving grid, the diffusion-based smoothing 
method/morphing grid, and the Overset/Chimera grid, which are described in the following 
sections. 
 
4.8.1 Moving grid 
Within this method, the entire grid is moved according to the motions of the rigid body. The grid 
itself is not altered but instead kept rigid. This approach bears several advantages. Among other, 
there is the great robustness and low computational efforts due to the fact that only the flow 
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variables have to be corrected according to the body motion. On the other hand, the method is only 
applicable for the motion of one rigid body. 
As regards the application of this technique to the simulation of resistance test of planing hull, 
there are two main and significant drawbacks. The first one is the care which has to be taken to 
smoothly resolve the free surface interface. Figure 4.6 shows a plane of a grid including the free 
water surface. It can be noted that the grid pattern on the stern of the hull follows the free surface 
contour, while increasing the trim angle, the grid pattern no longer follows the water free surface. 
 
Figure 4. 6 Resistance test simulation of planing hull using moving grid with free-surface and mesh visualization 
 
The second drawback is connected with the first one. Indeed during the simulation of resistance 
test, in particular for planing hull, there is, in the initial phase, oscillations of the trim and sinkage of 
the hull caused the variation of height of the water plane at the inlet and outlet boundaries, as 
reported by Viola et al. [56]. Such oscillations introduce a “fake-wave” into the computational 
domain, which can induce additional oscillation of the trim, sinkage, and resistance of the hull. This 
“fake-wave” can affect the convergence significantly. 
 
 
Figure 4. 7 Schematic drawing of the free surface perturbation and “fake-wave” due to the moving grid for inlet 
boundary, source: Viola et al. [56]. 
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In order to minimize the generation of “fake-wave” and to avoid that the grid pattern no longer 
follows the water free surface, there are some tricks, such as: 
 The upstream inlet face should be as close as possible to the boat and the hull. 
 If the final sink and trim are known, these values should be used as the initial 
conditions for positioning the hull. 
 Use of the damping function on the wave surface near the boundaries. 
 The pitching inertia can be increased respect to the experimental (and real) value to 
speed up the convergence. 
 Extension of the height of the grid refinement for the water free surface (high increase 
of number of cells). 
However, some of these tricks can be a source of error, thereby increasing uncertainty, reducing 
the reliability of the simulation, and increasing the computational efforts. For these reasons, 
alternative solutions are checked to the simple moving grid technique. 
 
4.8.2 Overset/Chimera grid method 
The overset/chimera grid method uses two regions of meshes, one for the moving part and one 
for the stationary background, as shown in Figure 4.8. The moving part, referred to the overset 
mesh, uses the mesh rotation and translation method where the fluid mesh is replaced with a rigid 
body mesh. All cells maintain their shape and the mesh motion is described by a displacement 
vector and rotation angles. In the case that there is a solid that interacts with the fluid, the position 
of the mesh is determined by solving the equations of the motion and rotation of the body. 
 
Figure 4. 8 The overset/chimera grid with the two regions: moving region (overset) and stationary region 
(background) 
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It is important to observe that this approach is not a conventional way to rank the performances 
of the hulls in the still water condition. Only a few researchers used this approach, as Carrica et al. 
[57] and Bertorello et al [58]. Usually this technique is used for numerical simulation of 
maneuvering tests, roll decay tests and to estimate the ship’s response to waves, as Tezdogan et al. 
[59], Begovic et al. [60], and Swidan et al. [61]. 
To establish the connectivity between the background and the overset regions, a two-step overset 
assembly process takes place as described below. The cells around the interface of the overset mesh 
are identified and labelled as donor cells. Then, the cells in the background closest to the donor cells 
are identified and set as acceptor cells. These cells have to form a continuous layer of cells around 
the overset mesh. The background cells that are completely covered by the overset region are 
inactivated (the hole cutting process). The donor and acceptor cells transfer information between the 
meshes. Each acceptor cell has one or more donor cells. The set of donor cells depends on the 
interpolation option chosen and on the number of active cells in the donor region around the 
acceptor cell centroid. 
As reported in CD Adapco User’s Guide [46], the interpolation schemes are: 
 Distance-weighted, where the interpolation factors are inversely proportional to the 
distance from acceptor to donor cell center, resulting in the closest cell giving the largest 
contribution. This involves 3 donor cells (in 2D case) or 4 (in 3D case). 
 Least squares, consider mapping data from faces of the background mesh to faces of the 
overset mesh using a least squares scheme. Assuming a face in a cell of the background 
mesh (Face 0), as the closest to a face (Face A) of the target cell (in the overset region). 
The neighbors of Face 0 are defined as any face that shares at least one vertex with Face 
0. These neighbors are included as part of the interpolation stencil. The solver uses the 
second-order terms of a Taylor series expansion as a “cost function” to approximate the 
error of the function distribution at assigned point. It then minimizes the cost function in 
equation for the function at the target point A. 
The drawback of a neighbor-based least squares scheme is that some of the faces of the 
background mesh that the target face imprints upon are not included in the stencil. More 
details of the neighbor-based least squares scheme are reported in CD Adapco User’s Guide 
[46]. 
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 Linear interpolation using shape functions spanning a triangle (in 2D case) or a tetrahedron 
(in 3D case) defined by centroids of the donor cells. This option is more accurate, but also 
more expensive in terms of calculation effort 
The interpolation function is built directly into the coefficient matrix of the algebraic equation 
system. 
In the Figure 4.9, two acceptor cells are shown using dashed lines, one in the background mesh 
and one in the overset mesh. The fluxes through the cell face between the last active cell and the 
acceptor cell are approximated in the same way as between two active cells. However, whenever 
the variable value at the acceptor cell centroid (marked by the open symbols in the Figure 4.9) is 
calculated by the weighted variable values at the donor cells using the following expression: 
 
 iiacceptor                                                             (4.13) 
 
where αi is the interpolation weighting factor, φi is the value of the dependent variable φ at donor 
cells Ni and subscript i runs over all donor nodes of an interpolation element (denoted by the green 
triangles in the figure). This way, the algebraic equation for the cell “C” in the figure  below 
involves three neighbor cells from the same mesh (N1 to N3) and three cells from the overlapping 
mesh (N4 to N6). 
 
 
Figure 4. 9 Connectivity between the background and the overset regions, source: CD-Adapco User’s Guide [46] 
 
The advantage with the overset method is that only a certain part of the mesh is moving without 
requirement for altering the grid topology. A drawback is that the interpolation between the meshes 
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can cause numerical errors and increase the computational effort. The pros and cons of the overset 
mesh are reported in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4. 2. Pros and cons of the overset and morphing mesh, source CD-Adapco User’s Guide [46] 
 Chimera/Overset Grid Morphing Grid 
Geometric Flexibility greater greater 
Adaptability of grid less greater 
Suitability to the calculation of 
viscous flows (cells with a high aspect 
ratio) 
greater greater 
Deformable Grid greater medium 
Amount of Memory Required greater uncertain 
CPU Power Required greater uncertain 
 
4.8.3 Smoothing/Morphing mesh 
The dynamic meshing can be incorporated using smoothing methods, also called morphing mesh 
technique, where the cells are moved with a deforming boundary, whereas the number of cells and 
their connectivity remain unchanged, as shown in Figure 4.10. The morphing mesh is suitable for 
complicated and arbitrary relative motion and for relatively small boundary deformations, while 
larger deformations may require generation of new cells in order to maintain a high quality mesh. 
Among the smoothing methods, there is the diffusion-based smoothing, where the motion of the 
cells is modelled as a diffusive process. 
 
 
Figure 4. 10 Examples of smoothing/morphing mesh in marine hydrodynamics application: (left) sail yacht, source: 
Bohm [50]; (right) planing stepped hull simulation 
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Traditionally the morphing mesh can be used to model scenarios where components deform and 
change shape, e.g. in marine application field: Kang et al. [62] and Biancolini and Viola [63]. 
However this technique has been never used in ship hydrodynamics for resistance test simulations. 
The morphing mesh can be employed easily for the rigid body motion case. During the process 
of morphing, the mesh vertices are redistributed in response to the movement of a set of control 
points. The morpher solver, as reported in CD-Adapco User’s Guide [46], takes the control points 
and their associated displacements and generates an interpolation field. The interpolation field is 
then used to displace the vertices of the mesh based on Radial Basis Functions (RBF) method. 
To generate the interpolation field, a system of equations is solved, using the control vertices and 
their specified displacements: for every control vertex i, its displacement di
’
 is approximated with 
the combination: 
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where rij is the magnitude of the distance between two vertices; λj is the expansion coefficient, xi is 
the position of vertex i; n is the number of control vertices; cj is the basis constant; and y is a 
constant value. More details about the RBF method and the morphing mesh technique are reported 
in de Boer et al. [64] and Biancolini [65].  
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5 
 
NUMERICAL TEST 
In order to confirm the experimental results presented above, including the existence of the 
observed vortices, a campaign of computational fluid dynamics simulations has been carried out. 
Moreover, a detailed study of the flow field has been made to reconstruct the vortex patterns both 
into the unwetted aft body area and in water downstream the step. 
In this section, the details of the numerical setup used in all the simulations are reported. In 
particular, the detailed analysis of common and different setup used in the two different mesh 
approaches applied in this study are presented and discussed.  
Unsteady RANS simulations have been performed for four model speeds: 2.357, 4.631, 6.340, 
and 8.050 m/s, corresponding to Fr∇ = 1.984, 3.898, 5.337, and 6.777, respectively. All simulations 
have been made with two different mesh treatments as discussed in the following.  
 
5.1 Physical modeling and coordinate system 
The unsteady RANS equations are solved using an implicit and iterative solver in order to find 
the field of all hydrodynamic unknown quantities in each time step. The velocity–pressure coupling 
and overall solution procedure are based on a semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations 
(SIMPLE) to conjugate pressure and velocity fields. The discretized algebraic equations are solved 
using a point-wise Gauss–Seidel iterative algorithm and an algebraic multigrid (AMG) method was 
employed to accelerate the solution convergence. Furthermore, a segregated flow solver approach is 
used for all simulations and the turbulence closure of the RANS equations was ensured by the k-ω 
shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model. 
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The RANS solver is based on a finite-volume method to discretize the physical domain. The 
relative numerical results presented in Chapter 6, have been obtained by solving the full unsteady 
flow equations and marching the numerical simulation in time with a pseudo-compressibility 
approach, to be discussed in the next Chapter. 
The equations for the incompressible multiphase fluid are joined with one more transport 
equation for the VOF model. This equation helps to ensure the correct shape of the free surface 
between water and air. In these simulations, the modified high-resolution interface capturing 
scheme (HRIC) is used as advection schemes. The modified configuration of the HRIC scheme 
removes the dependency scheme on local Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number (CFL), as reported in 
[55]. This correction is applied to avoid the spread of the free surface interface because this could 
be the main cause of the problem nominally known as numerical ventilation (NV), [54, 56]. This 
problem is one of the main sources of error in the numerical simulation, in particular for planing 
hull resistance test simulation, as indicated in [59]. 
In order to simulate the hull free to move in the pitch and heave directions, the dynamic fluid 
body interaction (DFBI) model is used. The DFBI model allows the RANS solver to evaluate the 
force and moments on the hull and to solve the governing equations of body motion in order to 
relocate the body. The DFBI model is applied by using two different methods: the overset mesh 
method and the morphing grid. 
The right-hand orthogonal coordinate system, as used in all simulations, has the origin O-XYZ 
of the reference frame located in the longitudinal position of the center of buoyancy (LCB) (X 
coordinate), in the vertical position of the calm free surface (Z coordinate), and transversal position 
in the symmetry plane (Y coordinate). The x-axis is forward and parallel to the baseline of the hull, 
the y-axis is to portside, and the z-axis is vertically upward. 
A CFD code commercially available STAR-CCM+ by CD-adapco is used for mesh generations 
and computations. 
 
5.1.1 Computational domain and time-step analysis 
As for the computational domain, the overset mesh technique requires two different regions, i.e., 
the background and overset regions, as shown in Figure 5.1 (a). However, it is important to note 
that, in the ship hydrodynamics field, no defined recommendations in terms of domain dimensions 
are available for the overset region, as indicated in [59]. However, the background region usually is 
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designed in compliance with the ITTC’s CFD recommendations (in particular the dimensions are 
not less than twice the ITTC recommendations) [66]. 
 
 
(a)                                                                                        (b) 
Figure 5. 1 (a) Overset grid visualization with different meshes for regions (polyhedral: overset region, trimmed: 
background region; (b) Morphing mesh visualization 
 
In regards to the morphing mesh approach, only one region is required, and the relevant 
dimensions of the calculation domains are in compliance with the ITTC prescriptions [66] (in 
particular the dimensions are not less than 2.5 times the ITTC recommendations), as shown in 
Figure 5.1 (b). 
The dimensions of the calculation domains and the boundary conditions for the two different 
mesh approaches are illustrated, in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, and Figure 5.5, respectively.  
The boundaries are placed far enough away from the ship hull in order to avoid the reflection of 
the fluid flow from the boundaries. 
The flow around the ship hull can be assumed symmetrical with respect to center plane of the 
hull. This is a typical boundary condition used in the CFD resistance test simulations, as indicated 
in the ITTC guidelines [66], and the effects of this assumption are negligible in terms of simulation 
results, as indicated in many works. This is a reasonable assumption that leads to significant 
reduction in computational time. Therefore, a symmetry plane is located in the center line of the 
domain. 
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Figure 5. 2 Domain dimensions: overset grid case  
 
 
Figure 5. 3 Domain dimensions: morphing grid case and LES simulation 
 
The time-step used in the simulations is a function of the hull speed, according to the following 
ITTC equation [66]: 
 
V
l
t 005.001.0                                                            (5.1) 
 
where V is the hull speed and l is the characteristic length value of the analyzed body. In this thesis, 
l is assumed equal to dynamic LWL, detected by towing tank tests at each analyzed speed. 
Furthermore, the time-step is a function of the grid density in order to keep constant the CFL 
number. 
A summary of the main properties of the numerical solver used for the overset and morphing 
mesh cases are reported in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5. 1 Summary of numerical simulation setup 
Pressure link SIMPLE 
Pressure Standard 
Convection Term 2
nd
 Order 
Temporal Discretization 1
st
 Order 
Time-step (s) Function of velocity and grid 
Iteration per time-step 5 
Turbulence Model k-ω SST 
 
5.2 Overset/chimera grid setup 
One of the main advantages of the overset/chimera grid technique for the hull motion is that this 
approach avoids numerical accuracy losses in inclined positions in the far fields, which is a typical 
problem occurring on the planing hulls where there is a significant variation of the dynamic trim 
angle, as reported in [56]. 
However, the simulations performed with the overset/chimera grid method requires additional 
settings. In particular, to establish the connectivity between the background and the overset regions, 
an interpolation scheme is required. According to previous numerical tests conducted on planing 
hulls models [28], it is identified that the linear interpolation scheme is the most suitable in terms of 
adequacy of the numerical results with the experimental data. However, the computational effort 
required is higher than in other methods. A detailed analysis of the different interpolation schemes 
available with the overset/chimera grid method are reported in [46]. The overset mesh solution for 
this analysis is similar to the solution adopted in [58] with trimmed mesh (background region) and 
polyhedral mesh embedded zone (overset region), as shown in Figure 5.1 (a). The main data of the 
mesh solution chosen for the background and overset regions are given in Table 5.2. 
Table 5. 2 Overset case: mesh properties summary 
Type of mesh Trimmed (Background. Region) Polyhedral (Overset Region) 
No. of cells 662290 1994122 
Base size (m) 0.3 0.7 
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The dimensions of the calculation domains and the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 5.2 
and Figure 5.4, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 5. 4 Boundary conditions: overset grid case (view from the back of the domain). 
 
5.3 Morphing mesh grid setup 
It is known that morphing grids require special treatment of the moving nodes in order to control 
the accuracy of the space derivatives and of the time-stepping scheme. This is done by appropriately 
interpolating the fluid flow variables. Then, the interpolation field is used to displace the vertices of 
the mesh based on the RBF method. To generate the interpolation field, a system of equations is 
solved, using the control vertices and their specified displacements: for every control vertex i, its 
displacement di
’
 is approximated by the combination: 
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where rij = ║xi–xj║ is the magnitude of the distance between two vertices, λj is the expansion 
coefficient, xi the position of the vertex i, n is the number of control vertices, cj the basis constant, 
and α a constant value. More details are reported in [64]. 
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Differently from what happens for the overset/chimera grid method, the morphing grid does not 
require additional settings. The dimensions of the calculation domains and the boundary conditions 
are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.5 , respectively.  
 
 
Figure 5. 5 Boundary conditions: morphing grid case (view from the back of the domain) 
 
In simulation of the moving meshes, the morphing technique is combined with rigid motions, as 
mentioned above. Because morphing strategies can lead to poor quality cells, it becomes important 
to keep under control the topological deformations taking place in the surface mesh and in the 
volume cells, by means of specific mesh quality metrics. To minimize the topological deformations 
of the grid domain, the hull at the starting point has an initial trim angle of 2 degrees aft. 
A visualization of the grid with refinement in the air/water interface area is shown in Figure 5.1 
(b). 
 
5.4 Wall y + treatment 
The wall function is used for the near wall treatment, and the All-Wall y+ is the wall treatment 
used for all simulations. It is a hybrid approach that attempts to emulate the high y+ wall treatment 
for coarse meshes (for y+>30), and the low y+ wall treatment for fine meshes (for y+≈1). It is also 
formulated with the desirable characteristic of producing reasonable answers for meshes of 
intermediate resolution (for y+ in the buffer layer) [46]. This approach is considered a reasonable 
compromise among the acceptable quality of the boundary layer description and the calculation 
time. The values of wall y+ on the hull are shown in Figure 5.6, where it is possible to observe the 
wall y+ range on the hull at maximum speed tested for the two different mesh techniques. 
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Figure 5. 6 Wall y+ visualization on the hull at Fr=3.898 for the different mesh technique: overset/chimera grid 
(top), morphing grid (down) 
 
5.5 Verification and Validation study 
A verification and validation study (V&V) is carried out for TMR , ,
31Z , and 32S  at 
one speed (4.631 m/s, Fr∇=3.898); the results of this analysis are reported in Appendix B. 
The results of simulation and validation uncertainty for the two different simulations techniques, 
i.e., overset and morphing mesh, are listed in Tables B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B, respectively. 
The monotonic convergence is reached in all cases except for the sinkage in the overset mesh.  
The validation process is achieved for the resistance/displacement ratio and for the trim angle in 
the overset case. In spite of what happens with the overset mesh, for the morphing mesh case a 
higher scatter in the solutions is detected. This is probably one of the main reasons for which the 
validation is achieved only for the sinkage and trim angle. When the comparison error is much 
higher than validation uncertainty (E >> UV), in particular for the wetted surface, the validation is 
not achieved, but it is significant, and the main challenge becomes the improvement of the 
simulation modeling. 
Overset grid 
Morphing grid 
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The iterative uncertainty is not reported in the tables reported in the Appendix, because it is 
found to be always negligible as compared with other sources of uncertainty as reported in similar 
studies, e.g., [58]. 
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6 
 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, a comparison between experimental and numerical results is presented and 
discussed. The main aims are to evaluate the reliability of the different simulation techniques 
adopted, as well as to find a confirmation in the numerical simulations of the vortex phenomena 
observed experimentally in the aft body waterplane area behind the step. 
Moreover, the numerical analysis is used to reconstruct with greater detail the recirculation 
paths, which are seen experimentally from top- and side-view photographs. 
 
6.1 Total resistance, dynamic sinkage, and trim angle 
The results in terms of TMR , ,
31Z , and 32S  are reported in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, 
Figure 6.3, and Figure 6.4 versus Fr∇ respectively. The numerical results are in accordance with the 
experimental data and all of the experimental and numerical results are summarized in Table 6.1. 
The better performance of the overset grid approach is evident because, as compared with the 
experimental values, the percentage differences are in the range from 2.2% to 9.3% for the RTM/Δ.  
Similar results are achieved for trim angle. In fact, for velocities over the hump speed (3.13 m/s, 
2.61 Fr∇), the overset grid approach has better performance as compared to the morphing grid 
approach, based on the comparison with the experimental values. The difference between the two 
methods is mainly due to the underestimation of trim with morphing grid in velocity range over to 
the hump speed, as shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6. 1 Non-dimensional total resistance comparison between EFD and CFD simulations with uncertainty bars 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 2 Trim comparison between EFD and CFD simulations with uncertainty bars 
 
The value of the numerical non-dimensional dynamic sinkage obtained with the two different 
mesh techniques are generally close to the experimental results and the percentage differences 
comparing the overset approach and morphing grid, are up to 8.9%, as shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6. 3 Non-dimensional dynamic sinkage comparison between EFD and CFD simulations with uncertainty 
bars 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 4 Non-dimensional dynamic wetted surface comparison between EFD and CFD simulations with 
uncertainty bars 
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Table 6. 1 Experimental and simulation results 
Fr   
TMR

    1
3
Z

  23
S

  
 Exp 
CFD 
Morphing 
CFD 
Overset. 
Exp 
CFD 
Morphing 
CFD 
Overset 
Exp 
CFD 
Morphing 
CFD 
Overset 
Exp 
CFD 
Morphing 
CFD 
Overset 
1.984 0.183 0.164 0.173 3.55 3.53 3.87 0.011 0.051 0.056 6.631 6.110 7.171 
3.898 0.263 0.307 0.268 3.27 2.94 3.31 0.086 0.161 0.167 3.881 5.885 5.092 
5.337 0.418 0.484 0.379 2.69 2.13 2.70 0.149 0.186 0.181 3.316 5.358 4.349 
6.777 0.570 0.642 0.540 2.58 2.07 2.66 0.184 0.213 0.210 2.845 4.601 3.873 
All the analyzed results show that the overset mesh technique is more effective than the 
morphing one, but also more demanding in terms of computational times required (1800 versus 980 
seconds of CPU time per time step). 
The errors in CFD predictions are in line with those indicated in [4]. Therefore, the morphing 
and overset mesh techniques result to be successful to predict performance of planing stepped hulls. 
In particular, the simulations campaign shows that the overset mesh ensures high-quality of the 
simulation results and shows high-adaptability to the wide variations of trim and heave of the 
stepped hull (thanks to the use of two regions, i.e. the moving or overset region and the background 
region). As consequence, the overset mesh is more suitable for the planing stepped hull, as also 
indicated in De Luca et al. [7].  
It is well known that the traditional simulation approach (single grid with rigid body motion) for 
planing stepped hull presents two main and significant drawbacks. The first one is the care which 
has to be taken to smoothly resolve the free surface interface. The second is related to oscillations of 
the trim and sinkage values of the hull during the initial phase of resistance test simulation (for 
planing stepped hull). This problem is caused by the variation of the height of the water plane at the 
inlet and outlet boundaries, as reported by Viola et al. [56]. These oscillations introduce a “fake-
wave” into the computational domain, which can induce additional oscillation of the trim, sinkage, 
and resistance of the hull. 
 
6.2 Dynamic wetted surface 
Figure 6.4 shows a comparison between numerical and experimental values of the 
32S versus 
Fr∇. The experimental wetted surface values are estimated through digital analysis of video frames, 
which are referenced to the original 3D CAD model. The numerical values are calculated by the 
fluid dynamics solver. In general, especially at high Fr∇ number, the values of wetted surface 
calculated numerically are more reliable than those extracted from the video recordings. 
A source of uncertainty in the estimation of wetted surface is the spray area, which is hard to 
evaluate experimentally on the basis of the video footages. In fact, as reported in Appendix A, the 
bias of 
32S  mainly consists of the bias of wetted surface estimation (BS), which is 80.81% of 
32S  total bias. 
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The issue of evaluation of the spray area also affects the numerical solution; indeed, this 
evaluation is a nontrivial task for RANS solver and requires a very high-resolution grid, as indicated 
in [67]. In particular, it is necessary to consider the complexity/limit of the RANS solver to evaluate 
the spray sheet zone and the blister spray. These two aspect produce a high uncertainty on the 
wetted surface evaluation as reported in Mousaviraad et al. [67]. For this reason, the overestimation 
of the wetted surface as compared to the experimental results should be caused by using the VOF 
value equal to 0.5 as indicated in [66]. 
The numerical results are closer to the experimental measurements when obtained by the overset 
mesh approach, as compared to the morphing grid approach. The difference between the two 
numerical methods is mainly due to the underestimation of trim, as shown in Figure 6.2. Infact the 
largest errors in the numerical wetted surface evaluations are related to the error in the numerical 
evaluation of dynamic trim. Moreover, it is worth noting that small variations of the dynamic trim 
imply significant variations of the wetted surface evaluation as also indicated in D. Savitsky and M. 
Morabito [11]. 
In particular, the experimental wetted surface is underestimated compared to the real wetted 
surface and the numerical wetted surface is an overestimation considering the VOF value equal to 
0.5. Infact, as was reported in [68], in the estimation of the wetted surface area, a distinction should 
be made between the area covered by spray and that covered by solid water. It is a common practice 
to disregard the viscous drag of spray-covered areas and to account for only the viscous drag of the 
area wetted by solid flow. This practice is questionable but the flow in the spray region is extremely 
complex and no alternative practices are known. In this study, only the “solid water” has been taken 
into account to evaluate the experimental wetted surface.  
As mentioned above, the use of the transparent bottom hull ensures a full view of the water flow 
under the hull, and the estimation of the wetted surface. During the towing tank tests, a particular 
flow phenomenon has been detected at all Fr∇. This phenomenon consists in two vortex structures 
under the hull and behind the step, as shown in the video clip in [69]. 
However, for this study, the speed condition of Fr∇=3.898 has been chosen because the 
phenomenon is especially visible (see Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6). 
The vortex structures are also visible in the numerical simulation with an overset mesh approach, 
as shown in the comparison of two views of the flow under the hull (Figure 6.5). The upper picture 
is a top view of the transparent hull model, showing the unwetted aft body area and a well-
developed vortex. This vortex trails downstream into the water, departing from the aft region of the 
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unwetted aft body area. The lower picture is taken from the numerical solution and shows the 
isosurface at volume of fraction equal to 0.5. This visualization emphasizes the presence of the 
unwetted aft body area behind the step, as opposed to the fore body wetted surface. The two 
visualizations are in good agreement, both in terms of wetted surface extension and in terms of 
shape of unwetted aft body area. 
Similarly, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show two side views of the underwater flow behind the 
step. Also in this case, the two visualizations show good agreement between the experimental 
evidence and the numerical results. 
 
Figure 6. 5 Wetted surface top view at Fr = 3.898 , comparison between experimental (top side), and RANSE 
overset simulation 2.5×106 cells (down side), air/water interface as isosurface at VOF = 0.5 
 
 
Figure 6. 6 Experimental wetted surface right-side view at Fr = 3.898 
Fore body Unwetted aft body area 
Aft body 
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Figure 6. 7 Wetted surface right-side view at Fr = 3.898, RANSE overset simulation (2.5×10
6 cells), air/water 
interface as isosurface at VOF = 0.5. 
 
6.3 Analysis of the fluid-dynamics in the unwetted aft body area 
A detailed study of the flow patterns in the unwetted aft body area behind the step has been 
performed at Fr =3.898. Starting from the experimental values of trim and sinkage in this 
condition (see Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3), the zero (DoF) hull has been simulated at the given 
Froude number with a large eddy simulation (LES) approach on a very fine grid of approximately 
12×10
6
 cells (see Figure 6.8) with the same size of computational domain and boundary conditions 
previously described for the morphing grid simulation (see [46] for the details of the applied LES 
formulation). 
Successively, the converged solution has been used as the initial condition of further simulations 
with free heave-and-pitch degrees-of-freedom. The final two-DoF converged solution has been 
post-processed to gain insight into the complex flow pattern behind the step. The streamlines both 
in water and in air have been analyzed, and a flow pattern in the unwetted aft body area has been 
characterized. The flow patterns (in-air and in-water) are clearly visible from the bottom and side 
views of the LES solution shown in Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13, Figure 6.14, 
Figure 6.15, and Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 6. 8 Details of the LES simulation at Fr =3.898 with very fine grid used for the flow pattern study in the 
unwetted aft body area (12×106 cells). Contour maps of VOF (red in water; blue in air). See also Figure 6.11. 
 
Figure 6. 9 LES simulation at Fr = 3.898; bottom view with VOF isosurface at 0.5, and wave cuts (12×10
6 cells) 
A bottom view of the LES solution is shown in Figure 6.9 where some selected streamlines on 
the air/water interface have been calculated and visualized. The same streamlines are visible in 
Figure 6.10. These representations emphasize the shape of the unwetted aft body area and the 
extension in the aft region of the step. In particular, the extension of the separated region is evident 
from the flow field cross sections of Figure 6.11 at different x-stations (x=0 at the LCB). 
 
Figure 6. 10 LES simulation at Fr = 3.898; side view of wave cuts of VOF isosurface at 0.5, dry region behind the 
step and stern wake profile 
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Cross-section indices 
 
Section 1-1: Δx = 0.014 m 
 
Section 2-2: Δx = 0.043 m 
 
Section 3-3: Δx = 0.055 m 
 
Section 4-4: Δx = 0.065 m 
 
Section 5-5: Δx = 0.075 m 
 
Section 6-6: Δx = 0.100 m 
 
Section 7-7: Δx = 0.145 m 
 
Section 8-8: Δx = 0.195 m 
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Section 9-9: Δx = 0.255 m 
 
Section 10-10: Δx = 0.330 m 
Figure 6. 11 LES simulation; volume fraction contours at different cross sections (at Δx from LCB, positive 
forward), at Fr=3.898. Contour maps of VOF (red in water; blue in air) 
 
A more detailed set of visualizations is given by Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13, and Figure 6.14. The 
main feature of the flow pattern inside the unwetted aft body area depends on the air inlet (shape 
and longitudinal position). The air inlet is located at the intersection of the chine with the step, and 
facing the side of the main flow. A fairly complex 3D flow is visible from the representation of the 
streamlines. The air particles enter the unwetted area through the inlet and successively propagate 
inside the air region according to different patterns. Finally, a mix of air and (mostly) water 
particles flows downstream of the aft body into a visible vortex. The separation of the water-flow 
induced by the step is similar to what happens in the transom. The pressure of the flow after the 
separation is the atmospheric pressure. The physics of this 3D-phenomenon is mainly regulated by 
the Fr according to [11]. Therefore, according to [18] the cavitation number behind the step is σ = 
0.018. 
 
 
Figure 6. 12 LES simulation at Fr = 3.898; streamlines in air and water 
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Figure 6. 13 LES simulation at Fr = 3.898; flow patterns in the unwetted aft body area, top view 
 
 
Figure 6. 14 LES simulation at Fr = 3.898; side air inlet at the step, side view 
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A close-up picture of the transparent hull model taken from the experimental test is shown in 
Figure 6.13 (upper part). In the photograph, the two-main observed counter-rotating flow patterns 
are depicted and named pattern A and pattern B. In the lower part of the same figure, a similar 
visualization taken from the LES solution is reported. Two similar flow patterns are visible by 
inspection of the numerically calculated streamlines. The complexity of the 3D streamlines is 
visible in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15. The side view of Figure 6.15 shows that streamlines 
originating from the inlet propagate according to a recirculating path induced by the external water 
flow overcoming the step. Finally, a perspective bottom view of the streamlines is shown in Figure 
6.16. 
The flow patterns obtained numerically look similar to the ones observed in towing tank 
investigations. The same flow patterns seem to be confirmed by ongoing LES simulations on a full 
scale hull with a very fine grid of 17.7x10
6
 cells. The LES simulation has been performed for a 
speed of 15.5 m/s, (28.5 knots in full scale), equal to Fr = 3.898. Furthermore, the results in terms 
of trim angle, and non-dimensional total resistance, sinkage, wetted surface, are comparable respect 
to the model scale simulation. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 15 LES simulation at Fr = 3.898; close up of 3D patterns of air flow in the unwetted aft body area, side 
view 
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Figure 6. 16 LES simulation at Fr = 3.898; perspective view of streamlines in the unwetted aft body area 
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7 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, a new systematic series of eight hull models derived by one stepped hull has been 
developed, and several experimental tests have been carried out in towing tank to investigate the 
hulls performances such as total resistance, longitudinal trim angle, sinkage, and wetted surface.  
Due to the hull model’s low weight and sensitivity to external applied forces, the “down-thrust” 
methodology has been applied in order to release the model from the instrumentation weight. This 
approach allowed to attain high precision of data acquisition, such as resistance, sinkage, trim, and 
dynamic wetted surface measurements. The proposed solution is proven to reproduce with good 
accuracy the real system of forces exerted by the outboard engines on the transom of the hull in full 
scale. 
The transparent bottom of the hull model allows to observe some unique vortical flow 
phenomena in the unwetted aft body area behind the step. In detail, a fairly complex 3D flow is 
visible from the representation of the streamlines. The air particles enter the unwetted area through 
the air inlet and successively propagate inside the air region according to different patterns. Finally, 
a mix of air and (mostly) water particles flows downstream of the aft body into a visible vortex. 
This vortex results to be visible for towing speeds greater than 2.36 m/s (Fr∇   > 1.97).  
An uncertainty analysis of the experimental results has been performed in compliance with the 
ITTC standards. 
To confirm this experimental evidence, the same test conditions have been reproduced with CFD 
simulations for one of the eight models of the new systematic series, by using different 
unconventional dynamic mesh techniques, which are the overset mesh and the morphing grid.  
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The results of the overset mesh approach, in spite of being obtained with a greater computational 
effort, show lower errors (as compared with the experimental case), with respect to those of the 
morphing grid technique. In detail, the overset mesh ensures high-quality of the simulation results 
and shows high-adaptability to the wide variations of trim and heave of the stepped hull. This 
confirms that the numerical results obtained by the overset mesh approach, are closer to the 
experimental measurements as compared to the morphing grid approach.  
The simulation uncertainty analysis shows that the grid represents the main source of simulation 
numerical error, as already identified in literature. The uncertainty in the non-dimensional variables, 
such as total resistance/displacement ratio, non-dimensional dynamic sinkage, dynamic trim angle, 
and non-dimensional dynamic wetted surface, is, for the hull considered in this work, relatively 
greater when using the morphing grid technique. The validation process highlights that, especially 
for the dimensionless wetted surface, the comparison error is much greater than the validation 
uncertainty, which implies that it is necessary to reduce the modeling error. However, by using 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach on a refined grid, a detailed analysis of the flow in the 
unwetted aft body area behind the step confirms the existence of the same vortical structures 
observed experimentally. 
In summary, it can be said that regarding the simulation of stepped hull, the use of the overset 
mesh technique is suitable for the detection, in a sufficiently accurate way, of the total resistance 
and of the hull running attitude. Conversely, the LES approach is more suitable for the evaluation of 
the details of water flow phenomena around the hull and wetted surface. Moreover, in the design of 
planing stepped hull, and in the absence of towing tank tests, a useful methodology is to couple a 
RANS simulation, performed with the overset mesh technique, for the determination of the global 
parameters as resistance, trim and sinkage, whereas to use LES approach simulations for any 
detailed investigation. 
Furthermore, a particular vortex pattern in the unwetted aft body area has been observed for a 
scaled single-step hull model in towing tank tests. At the same time, similar flow patterns have been 
found in the numerical simulations on a very fine mesh, in which additional details on the 3D flow 
have been explored in this area. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
Uncertainty Analysis (UA) in Experimental Fluid Dynamics (EFD) has been also performed 
according to ITTC [43]. As a first step, UA is performed for each individual variable r (model 
geometry, displacement, speed, resistance, density, running trim, and sinkage). Second, UA is 
performed for non-dimensional coefficients ( TMR , ,
31Z , and 32S ). The UA procedure is 
based on the methodology proposed by [44] with 95% confidence interval, hence, considers normal 
distributions with a large sample size with estimates of:  
 systematic uncertainty, also called bias (Br) is calculated as Root Sum of Square (RSS) of 
each elementary error source (i.e., calibration, data acquisition, data reduction, and 
conceptual bias) group of bias error. The elementary error sources have been divided and 
separately estimated; 
 random uncertainty, also called precision uncertainty, (Pr), is calculated for each run, 
according to: 
 
  jj KSDevSP                                                      (A.1) 
 
where SDevj represents the standard deviation of j
th
 run, and K=2 according to the 
above-mentioned methodology; 
 total uncertainty Ur is a RSS of Br and Pr. 
The bias, precision, and the uncertainties for non-dimensional coefficients ( TMR ,  , 
31Z , 
32S and Fr ) are summarized in the table below. 
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Table A. 1 Experimental uncertainty analysis 
Description Term Speed Units 
  
1.290 2.357 3.131 4.629 5.368 6.336 7.300 8.054 [m/s] 
           
Model 
Speed           
 Fr∇ 1.077 1.968 2.614 3.864 4.481 5.289 6.094 6.723 [adim] 
 BV 
6.97E-04 6.97E-04 3.13E-03 4.62E-03 5.36E-03 6.33E-03 7.29E-03 8.05E-03 [adim] 
 
22.62% 8.05% 4.73% 2.22% 1.66% 1.20% 0.90% 0.74% % of BFr∇ 
 B∇ 
1.29E-03 2.35E-03 3.13E-03 4.62E-03 5.36E-03 6.33E-03 7.29E-03 8.05E-03 [adim] 
 77.38% 91.95% 95.27% 97.78% 98.34% 98.80% 99.10% 99.26% % of BFr∇ 
 BFr∇ 
1.47E-03 2.46E-03 3.20E-03 4.68E-03 5.41E-03 6.37E-03 7.33E-03 8.08E-03 [adim] 
 
0.14% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% % of Fr∇ 
 PFr∇ 4.38E-03 4.80E-03 5.22E-03 1.08E-02 1.36E-02 1.41E-02 2.08E-02 2.50E-02 [adim] 
 
UFr∇ 
4.61E-03 5.39E-03 6.13E-03 1.18E-02 1.47E-02 1.54E-02 2.21E-02 2.63E-02 [adim] 
 0.43% 0.27% 0.23% 0.30% 0.33% 0.29% 0.36% 0.39% % of Fr∇ 
           
Model 
Resistance 
Ratio 
          
 RTM/Δ 0.100 0.178 0.204 0.256 0.312 0.407 0.491 0.555 [N/N] 
 BR 
6.62E-04 6.68E-04 6.71E-04 6.78E-04 6.86E-04 7.05E-04 7.25E-04 7.42E-04 [N/N] 
 
97.49% 97.54% 97.56% 97.61% 97.67% 97.78% 97.90% 98.00% % of B
2
RT/Δ 
 BΔ 
1.06E-04 1.06E-04 1.06E-04 1.06E-04 1.06E-04 1.06E-04 1.06E-04 1.06E-04 [N/N] 
 
2.51% 2.46% 2.44% 2.39% 2.33% 2.22% 2.10% 2.00% % of B
2
RT/Δ 
 
PR 4.08E-05 1.54E-07 1.54E-07 3.45E-07 2.25E-06 2.25E-06 2.25E-06 1.53E-06 [N/N] 
 URTM/Δ 
6.72E-04 6.76E-04 6.79E-04 6.86E-04 6.95E-04 7.13E-04 7.33E-04 7.50E-04 [N/N] 
 
0.67% 0.38% 0.33% 0.27% 0.22% 0.18% 0.15% 0.14% % of RT/Δ 
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Trim Angle 
 τ 2.23 3.55 3.27 3.27 2.87 2.69 2.52 2.58 [deg] 
 Bτ-cw 
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 [deg] 
 
0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% % of Bτ
2
 
 Bτ-ix 
0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 [deg] 
 
33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% % of Bτ
2
 
 Bτ-iy 
0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 [deg] 
 
33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% % of Bτ
2
 
 Bτ-iz 
0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 [deg] 
 
33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% % of Bτ
2
 
 Bτ 
0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 [deg] 
 
3.88% 2.44% 2.65% 2.65% 3.02% 3.22% 3.44% 3.36% % of Bτ
2
 
 
Pτ 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.012 0.014 0.012 0.012 [deg] 
 Uτ 
0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.088 0.087 0.087 [deg] 
 
3.89% 2.44% 2.65% 2.65% 3.04% 3.26% 3.47% 3.39% % of τ 
Sinkage 
          
 Z/∇1/3 -0.080 0.010 0.048 0.085 0.139 0.147 0.151 0.181 [mm/mm] 
 BZCG-cw 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 [mm] 
 
3.3E-03 3.3E-03 3.3E-03 3.3E-03 3.3E-03 3.3E-03 3.3E-03 3.3E-03 % of BZCG
2
 
 BZCG-lf 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 [mm] 
 
0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 % of BZCG
2
 
 BZCG-la 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 [mm] 
 
0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 % of BZCG
2
 
 BZCG-lb 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 [mm] 
 
0.332 0.332 0.332 0.332 0.332 0.332 0.332 0.332 % of BZCG
2
 
 BZCG 
1.735 1.735 1.735 1.735 1.735 1.735 1.735 1.735 [mm] 
 
14.85% 114.14% 24.96% 14.03% 8.51% 8.07% 7.83% 6.56% % of BZCG
2
 
 
PZCG 6.365 7.120 6.846 4.046 8.755 5.870 6.556 4.864 [mm] 
 BZ/∇
1/3 
0.016 0.012 0.014 0.017 0.023 0.024 0.025 0.028 [mm/mm] 
 
20.64% 115.04% 28.79% 20.06% 16.67% 16.45% 16.34% 15.77% % of Z/∇1/3 
 
PZ/∇
1/3 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.019 0.036 0.030 0.032 0.032 [mm/mm] 
 
UZ/∇
1/3 0.030 0.027 0.028 0.025 0.043 0.038 0.040 0.043 [mm/mm] 
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-37.26% 261.37% 58.95% 29.82% 30.96% 26.01% 26.56% 23.52% % of Z/∇1/3 
Model 
geometry 
 
         
 
2 3S   6.730  
 
BS 
0.284 [m
2
/m
2
] 
 
80.81% 
% of 
B
2
S/∇2/3 
 
B∇
2/3 
0.138 [m
2
/m
2
] 
 
19.19% 
% of 
B
2
S/∇2/3 
 
PS/∇
2/3 0.032 [m/m] 
 
US/∇
2/3
 
0.317 [m
2
/m
2
] 
 4.72% 
%of
2 3S   
Density 
          
 ρ 1000 [kg/m3] 
 Br1 
0.071 [kg/m
3
] 
 
1.15% % of Bρ
2
 
 Br2 
0.07 [kg/m
3
] 
 
1.12% % of Bρ
2
 
 Br3 
0.655 [kg/m
3
] 
 
97.74% % of Bρ
2
 
 Br 
0.663 [kg/m
3
] 
 
0.066% % of Br 
 
Pr 1.00 [kg/m
3
] 
 Uρ 
1.20 [kg/m
3
] 
 
0.12% % of r 
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APPENDIX B 
 
NUMERICAL UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
The validation uncertainty (UV) is given by: 
 
222
SNDV UUU                                                           (B.1) 
 
where UD is the uncertainty of the experimental data.  
The comparison error E is defined as the difference between the experimental data (D) and 
numerical simulation result (Sn), as reported below: 
 
nSDE                                                                (B.2) 
 
According to ITTC procedures [70], numerical simulation uncertainty USN is mainly composed 
of iterative (UI), grid (UG), and time-step (UTS) uncertainty, as follows: 
 
2222
TSGISN UUUU                                                     (B.3) 
 
According to Wilson et al.[71], the most important source of uncertainty of the numerical results 
is the grid. 
The sources of uncertainty have been evaluated for each of the simulation technique, i.e., overset 
grid and morphing grid. 
The numerical uncertainty evaluation has been performed by using two different methods: the 
Grid Convergence Index (GCI) method and the Correction Factor (CF) method.  
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The general form of the uncertainty evaluation, based on the generalized Richardson 
Extrapolation (RE) method, can be written as follows: 
 
1
21


k
k
p
k
Sk
r
FU

                                                        (B.4) 
 
where ε21k is the solution changes for the k-input parameter between the solutions ﬁne (Sn1k) to 
medium (Sn2k) and coarse (Sn3k), rk is the constant refinement ratio, pk is the observed order of 
accuracy, and FS is the safety factor.  
Furthermore, another parameter is the convergence ratio (Rk), which provides information about 
the convergence/divergence of a solution. The Rk value has been determined by the following ratio: 
 
kkk
R 3221                                                               (B.5) 
 
There are four kinds of possible convergence conditions: monotonic convergence (0< Rk <1), 
oscillatory convergence (Rk <0 and │Rk│<1), monotonic divergence (Rk >1), and oscillatory 
divergence (Rk <0 and │ Rk │>1). Since 0< Rk <1, the monotonic convergence is satisfied. 
The two different solution verification methods used in this study differ in the choice of the 
safety factor (FS).  
The GCI method in Equation B.5, proposed by[72, 73], is used extensively and is recommended, 
for example, by the American Society of Mechanical Engineer (ASME)[74] and the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)[75]. Roache recommended for three or more 
grids analyzed 1.25 as FS value. 
The other method used is the CF in Equation B.6, as discussed in [76], which uses a variable 
value of FS, called correction factor (Ck). In the CF method, the uncertainty of the error depends on 
how much the solutions are close to the asymptotic range. The expressions defined the uncertainties 
were reported by[77]:  
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Table B. 1 Overset grid case: uncertainty analysis 
  Grid ratio  RG pG 
%UG %UG 
%USN %UD %UV %│E│ 
GCI CF 
RTM/∆ √2  0.47 1.44 9.06 16.62 16.62 0.27 16.6 3.8 
τ √2  0.43 -2.45 3.23 0.37 3.23 2.65 4.2 3.7 
Z/∇1/3 √2  1.65 -2.16 N.A. N.A. N.A. 29.82 N.A. 42.1 
S/∇2/3 √2  0.89 -0.34 0.96 0.60 0.96 4.72 4.8 31.0 
*UG was expressed as a percentage value of the simulation solution for the finest grid 
 
Table B. 2 Morphing grid case: uncertainty analysis 
  
Grid 
ratio 
RG pG 
%UG %UG 
%USN %UD %UV %│E│ 
GCI CF 
RTM/∆ √2 0.46 -2.27 6.92 0.49 6.92 0.27 6.9 18.3 
τ √2 0.78 -0.71 25.69 11.59 25.69 2.65 25.8 9.9 
Z/∇1/3 √2 0.90 -0.30 43.77 28.14 43.77 29.82 52.9 43.1 
S/∇2/3 √2 0.95 -0.14 13.65 11.95 13.65 4.72 14.4 53.2 
*UG was expressed as a percentage value of the simulation solution for the finest grid  
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